


Dedication to innovation and passion. Wild but elegant. Primal but unique.
www.thingsimiss.com



STORY

With undivided attention to palpable sensations, we create from 
our essence and give life to our imagination. With passion and 
obsession. With consciousness. Things I Miss is an instinctive 

world of bodies and forms. It is the rawness of life and 
narration. Storyful. Inspired by art. Sustainable in all aspects 
and dimensions. From the first sketch to the very last stitch. 

We leave an imprint of the handcraft in almost every creation 
that occurs in our atelier, either with a thread and a needle 
or with a brush and paint. We create stories and encourage 

wearing and carrying content. And we are dedicated to 
innovation. Less is more, Zero-Waste, Modular, Multi-

Usefulness, Long-lasting and Layering are our main values.

Our creations carry a fluidity of usage. Forms and materials 
offer a magnitude of styles transcending seasons, moods and 

occasions. Wild but elegant. Primal but unique. Our passion 
are materials with a potentially interesting form, the process it 
takes to discover that form and the story of sustainability that 

is woven in them. 



CLOTHING IS OUR SECOND SKIN.
BAGS ARE OUR MOVING STORAGE.

OUR STYLE IS RAW AND PRIMAL AS LIFE ITSELF.



LESS IS MORE
We want to teach people to experience that they don’t need a lot of 
clothes to express themselves. All they need is a few quality pieces 
and a bit of imagination. We can provide both.

ZERO-WASTE 
Our Zero-Waste line is cut, created and brought to life without 
waste. We believe in natural, vibrant fabrics that beat in the 
rhythm of nature. To waste these fabrics would be a shame, so we 
developed a waste free line to honour the care and hard work that 
is woven in them. 

MODULAR
Our modular line - five or six pieces in one - is perfect for everyone 
who leads a dynamic life and is full of creative force. You can 
wear them together or individually, creating different stories and 
structures every time. 

MULTI-USEFULNESS
Our clothes and accessories carry a fluidity of usage. A bag is a bag, 
but can also be a backpack. Tights can be worn on lazy days as a 
comfort piece, under a dress during chilly evenings or as underwear 
during the winter. A skirt becomes a T-shirt, a scarf transforms into 
a skirt. They crave to be worn, so take a deep breath and let your 
imagination flow.

TOP

VALUES

LONG LASTING
Because the materials are so carefully crafted, they last a long 

time. The classic cuts make them timeless and serve as a tool for 
your individual creative expression. They transcend seasons, defined 

functions and moods. 

LAYERING
Layering enables you to step out of confines of a season. Instead of 
a clear division of clothing according to season, you just layer them 
in tune with the outside world and your imagination. Your favourite 

Things I Miss pieces can be worn all year round. 

UP-CYCLING
Sometimes we find pieces in our closet that no longer express our 

true selves. We can reconstruct them so they follow your inner 
changes and stay with you a bit longer.





PROCESSES 

and

MATERIALS 

Our main passion is working with textiles and 
materials with a potentially interesting form, the 

process it takes to discover that form and the 
story of sustainability that is woven in them.



‘My biggest obsession is to take a piece of textile or material 
and transform it into a piece of poetry that holds on to us 

wherever we go. I adore exploring its potential and character 
and invite it to become not my tool, but my path and your 

special piece. Clothing is our second skin. Bags are our moving 
storage. Our style is raw and primal as life itself.’ 

Tina Princ, Founder and Creator



Basics can be worn individually or in combinations. Materials offer a magnitude of styles 
transcending seasons, moods and occasions. Zero-waste line of basics is cut from the finest organic 

cotton jersey and ever-changing organic raw gauze. These two materials make a wild but 
elegant combination. It is primal and very unique. BigBags are the final dot on the i, created from 

innovative sustainable materials such as used sailing sails, which traveled thousands of miles, 
Piñatex™, a non-woven textile made from pineapple leaves’ waste fibres, fish skin, a by-product 
of food production and raw material that would not have otherwise been used, rhabarberleder®, 

a vegetable-leather that meets the highest standards of quality, sustainability and versatility, bark, 
a handcrafted cloth from sustainably gathered tree bark that reflects the beauty of tradition and 

heritage, and unfinished raw organic cotton canvas, 
hand-painted with water-based vegetable ink and a touch of love.



Raw gauze took us on a journey. We washed it, we dried it, we hand-painted it and hand-died 
it in different ways. Gauze as gauze fabric is not so interesting to wear, but when we did many 

circles of unique processes with it, we created organic sculptured story of raw gauze. We turned 
known facts upside down, we experimented and we dared. The result is ever changing organic 

raw gauze, which we made into wearable pieces. It keeps you cool in the summer and if you add 
jersey pieces to gauze, you get a number of crazy combinations and interesting layers that are 

warm enough for colder days. 

The raw gauze



Beautiful, innovative, natural and sustainable non-woven textile called Piñatex™ is made from 
pineapple leaves’ waste fibres, a by-product of pinnaple harvest. This material offers endless 

possibilities of playing with form, because it’s so strong. It was love at first sight and an 
inspiration for creating our special line of big bags. 

Piñatex™



This wild, powerful and environmentally friendly leather offers us the exploration of beauty 
and storytelling with every single stitch and every single fish skin. Salmon, perch, wolfish and 

cod fish leather in a naturally diverse range of colours, textures and finishes. It is an exotic 
material, a by-product of food production and raw material that would not have otherwise 

been used. We do not dare to cut any of this unique fish forms, we compose and combine them 
into interesting bags and leave their wild and powerful story to live on in new form with very 
primal and organic look. The process of composing is very unique. The process of stitching is 

full of heritage. We coat every piece of flax thread with beeswax and connect skins with hand-
sewn shoemaker principle of stitching.

The fish skin





For several years, a team of scientists have been focusing intensely on the search for an 
environmentally friendly alternative to conventional chrome tanning. They tested several 

rhubarb genotypes for their suitability, optimized cultivation requirements and developed an 
innovative tanning extract. With this and without the addition of environmentally harmful 

chromium compounds, they can now produce vegetable-leather that meets the highest 
standards of quality, sustainability and versatility. This inspiring coexistence of vegetable and 

leather with soft and gentle feel and look took us on a journey of creating.

rhabarberleder®



They are our special passion, because it is a privilege to get beautiful professional racing 
sails. We give them a new life. The patina that left behind thousands of miles of travelling and 
different winds is very inspiring. We turn them into moving storage - giant backpacks. We cut 

every sail with respect for the past and the future.

Used sailing sails



The handcrafted cloth from sustainably gathered tree bark reflects the beauty of Mutuba 
trees in Uganda and its unique tradition and heritage. It inspires us with its story, process and 

rawness of life that you can feel when you touch the material.

The bark



Raw and unfinished touch. Primal feel. This very simple textile always takes us on a very deep 
journey. It is a canvas for our hand-painted moments and inspirations with respect for features 

of raw material in coexistence with vegetable inks.

Raw organic cotton canvas





COMBINE PIECES AND MATERIALS, 
PLAY WITH WAYS OF WEARING THEM, 
TURN THEM AROUND, UPSIDE DOWN. 

THIS IS THE ATTITUDE AND THE MOOD 
OF OUR EDITIONS!







The main heart behind Things I Miss brand is Tina. A creature of passion, profound 
thoughts and wild imagination. Like her clothes, she also has a beautiful duality. She 
has a practical, focused and down to earth side that is manifested in her Zero-waste 
line - a simple black and white line of clothing cut out of the finest organic material. 
Then there is the whimsical, wild, passionate creature with curly hair that envisions 

giant bags made out of textile woven from pineapple leaves’ waste fibres and clothes 
crafted from the ever-changing raw gauze. She takes a piece of fabric and transforms 

it into a piece of poetry that holds on to you wherever you go. She inspires everyone 
around her to pay attention to the world and teaches them the real importance of 

sustainable clothes. Then she smiles about art, music, words, emotions, fleeting 
moments and finding your rhythm and in that moment you just feel how intertwined 
she is with everything she creates. The beauty of her heart is felt in every piece she 

makes and once you realize it, you can never go back to being boring or ignorant.

TIM

HEART



FORMS

OVERVIEW

square square long 
sleeve

pants tailcoat

tube dress

tube sleeves

giant tube scarf

BASICS

BIGBAGS

bigroundbag bigrounbikedbag bigbag bigbikebag giantbigbag giantbigbikebag

giantletterbag






